Subject: Vicki Hyatt Complaining Where is the Buncombe County Watchdog?

Sometimes when you wake up in the morning, trying to mind your own business, and Vicki Hyatt slaps you in the face with this opinion piece: “Who was serving in the 'watchdog' role as Buncombe County went downhill?”

[link](https://www.themountaineer.com/opinion/columns/who-was-serving-in-the-watchdog-role-as-buncombe-county/article_002218b0-70e2-11e8-b211-6b6aa603a942.html)

HaHaHaHaHaHa!

Vicki Hyatt attempts to blame “understaffed newspapers” as the culprit.

Vicki Hyatt points to the FBI investigations sinking prior Buncombe County Manager Wanda Greene (and don’t forget about Mandy Stone who appears to have an equally short life-span), and wonders why no one took notice.

If Vicki Hyatt wants to play watchdog, perhaps she can investigate and tell us why Ira Dove was thrown out as our county manager (with Stonewall Blevins fleeing the scene shortly thereafter).

But no, she is too busy carrying water for our own David Francis (create your own title for this character, he does) who was thrown out as Tax Collector.

Plan B is on the way for economic development site. Poor quality dirt stalls project. Huh? Vicki Hyatt, The Mountaineer’s Liberal Hack News Editor, is once again providing damage control for David Francis and James Weaver 'Kirk' Kirkpatrick III. 4/4/2018...

or

[link](http://haywoodtp.net/pubII/180402MoreRainDelays-VickiHyatt.pdf)

Sigh.

Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
Haywood County Taxpayer (and official “Watchdog”)